Welcome.
What a year.

Theatre in the Mill is the University of Bradford’s own arts centre - committed to
developing, supporting and presenting socially responsible multi-disciplinary art and
performance. Our driving force is a desire to see a diverse, innovative and thriving
multi-form arts scene in Bradford and far beyond. We deliver bespoke support for
independent artistic practitioners developing new work or new ways of working, in order
to elevate their practice through resource, rigour and care. Inclusion, representation and
innovation are the values behind what we do, and we strive in all our work to be anti-racist
and environmentally sustainable.
Going into 2020/21, we had a plan. Oh, did we have a plan. But as we’ve all learned, plans
change. This was a year of closures, redundancies and fear across the arts sector and across
the world. We are so lucky to be a part of the University of Bradford, where our safety was
prioritised throughout lockdown. As with all arts venues, we closed our doors in March 2020
and other than site visits here and there have remained closed throughout the year, with
our team working from home. With almost all our plans for 2020/21 altered or cancelled
overnight, we had to work to reimagine what our programme this year could be.
We’re really proud of what we came up with
and we hope you enjoy reading about it.
All our love and best wishes,
Team TiM

COVID Response Programme
The start of the pandemic was characterised by panic and whiplash

and grief for so many artists who saw all of their freelance work
falling away in the blink of an eye. We were tasked with making the
best use of the resources we have at TiM, and delivered this:
our Covid Response Programme.

Write Club
Tuesday and Thursday evenings throughout 2020/21 were
for writing. Those writing romance novels, dissertations, poetry,
reports, journals or anything else were welcome to our Zoom
writing club, where we’d share what we were working on and
do some collective heads-down writing to the sound of other
club members typing away in their homes. A haven of peaceful
accountability and shared productivity.

“In the early days of the pandemic the fact that
Theatre In The Mill upheld their commitment
to my commission was the most immediate
and significant support we received.”
Ellie Harrison, The Grief Series

Open Office
Throughout 2020/21, every weekday morning you could
find the TiM Team in an open-to-all Zoom room. With
the link posted online for artists, organisations and
audiences to access, this acted as a drop-in for us all to
touch base, catch up, comfort each other and discuss
creative projects - just like popping into our office in
person. We were delighted by how many artists made
use of the Open Office to talk to us directly, knowing
that we would be there to listen during a difficult time.

“The Open Office has been a place to
share problems and get advice, but just
as importantly it’s been a space to joke
and lift spirits. Across the pandemic,
you and your team made it feel like
freelancers had a place they could be
seen and heard and understood.”
Two Destination Language

Live Portal
We launched the Live Portal on our website in April 2020. On this
page, we collated and shared creative events and opportunities being offered by and to our networks during lockdown. It acted as a
touch-point, signposting ways to stay engaged and creative for
those struggling with the sudden isolation that lockdown brought.
Across 2020/21, we shared over 100 opportunities through the
Live Portal. We also created a Bradford Artists Group Whatsapp
group for the artists in the city to communicate opportunities and
requests for help quickly amongst each other.

COVID Response Programme
CIRCUIT TRAINING
Starting in April 2020 we ran an open, free-resource coding and prototyping
course for anyone wanting to experiment and play with microcontrollers.
Each member of Circuit Training received an Arduino starter pack with an
Arduino Mega board and a load of gizmos, gadgets and cables, and week on
week collaboratively learned how to use them to do various interesting things.
In attracting a diverse group of participants and being generous with
technology that they might not have been able to invest the money and time
in, this project contributed towards our mission of democratising technology
and expanding the creative options for marginalised artists.
The group also served as a valuable place for human connection, an
opportunity to share exciting discoveries, and an abstract thinking space
just when those things were most needed. It’s wonderful to see that many
of the participants are already using their new skills in their work.
Find out more...

Tech/Play/Learn
Launched in April 2020, this commissioning opportunity offered
eight artists a £1,000 grant each, plus up to £500 worth of technical
equipment, to spend dedicated time developing a new technical
skill set. From stop-motion animation to
sound design, the eight successful artists
were given paid capacity to develop skills
in uncharted waters that have taken their
creative practices in new directions. We
invite you to read more about TPL and the
skills each artist developed.

Covid Support Fund
In April we opened this fund having seen so many artists
drowning in emergency funding applications. They needed paid
time to sit down and plan a route forward in the chaos, and to
start writing all those applications. The Covid Support Fund was
a no-application grant: just email us, let us know that you’re a
creative practitioner struggling and in need of a day to do some
planning, and we’ll pay you £150 to do that. Just like that.

“I was a complete novice at any kind of programming, but was
given excellent one-to-one training and introduced to a very
helpful support group of other learners.”
Sandra McCracken

Creative In The Lockdown
In April 2020, an online competition aimed at connecting University
of Bradford students through art was launched in collaboration
with the Student Union team. The initiative encouraged students
to share their creative projects completed during the lockdown
for a chance to win £40 and be featured on our website. Students
used this forum to share a wide range of art forms, from poetry and
painting to photography and music. Read more here...

“The grant gave me time, resources and
confidence. I was able to grow my practice in
directions that wouldn’t have been possible. The
support showed me that the ideas I have not only
work, but are valuable and interesting to others.”
Felix Taylor

Projects & Commissions
On Endings

Throughout 2020/21, we worked with Ellie
Harrison of The Grief Series exploring and
developing what we could do together to
support artists making work on the subject
of grief - initially planning a festival, and then
eventually shifting to an online residency
for twelve artists. In that time, the subjects
of bereavement, loss and other forms of grief
have moved to the forefront of international
conversation and daily life for many people.
Our On Endings Digital Residency started in
April 2021; click here to read an interview with
Ellie about working with grief and art.

“Grief is tidal like the sea, sometimes calm, sometimes
rough and it can change very quickly...”

Welcome to Goma

Ploughing Your FIELD

In June 2020, Two Destination Language
hosted FIELD - an online residency for
independent creative practitioners to come
together and think about their collective
future at a moment of exceptional peril.
Having charted the waters of hosting online
residencies so early in the pandemic, we
invited Kat and Alister of Two Destination
Language to write a guide for those holding a
residency, showcase, conference or meeting
in virtual space - not a how-to, but sage advice
and vital questions to address.
It is a rich, rigorous, thoughtful piece of work
which you can read here.

We are still closely linked to The Open
Wheel and Goma Cycle Club (GCC) who
we collaborated with to create Welcome
to Goma in 2019. The news of the recent
eruption of Mt Nyiragongo made national
news and we were relieved to receive the
news that everyone involved in the project
was safe and well. Since the making of
Welcome to Goma, GCC have now set
up their own film school and have been
sharing the work they have been making
with us; check out Welcome to Goma’s
YouTube channel.

Projects & Commissions
Womens’ Comedy Workshop: Online

The fantastic Natalie Diddams led two rounds of the Women’s Comedy Workshop one in Summer 2020, one in early 2021, both on Zoom. These four-workshop courses
encouraged, challenged and inspired participants to discover how funny they already
are, build their writing and performing skills and eventually share their comedic talent
with an online audience. From absolute newbies to those building up their comedy creds,
the performances had us rolling. Click to discover more...

Radicle Comedy Karachi

The very same Natalie Diddams took Radicle Comedy international in this British Council
funded project. In partnership with the National Academy of Performing Arts in Karachi,
we delivered online comedy workshops with a group of women in Karachi, Pakistan as part of
Laughter Festival - watch this space for a video documenting the project.

For me, this project was enlightening, inspiring
and a huge amount of fun.
I learnt so much from collaborating with Natalia
Gul Jilani and the amazing group of women that
came together in Karachi. In particular, I enjoyed
exploring how women experience comedy in
different global contexts, and experiencing how
laughter can transcend many cultural and language
barriers. I look forward to meeting Natalia in person
as soon as we are able to travel safely!
Natalie Diddams

Projects & Commissions
This is Us

This Is Us is a blog series written by our own
Hélène Coelho, interviewing staff and students
from across the University of Bradford.
The idea came from a reflection that recognised
our human need for connection and sense of
community. In the months that followed, the
explorative blog series provided a platform for
individuals to share their experiences and contribution towards our
dynamic University community. The project gives a snapshot of the
diverse personalities and inspiring work that make up our community
and provides a more personal way to get a feel for the University and all
that it has to offer. Check out one of the recent blogs here.

Stand and Be Counted

Our company in residence, Stand & Be Counted
Theatre, have had a busy 2020/21. In Spring 2020
they kicked off an organisational development
process, and then went on to make Sanctuary
Songs, Where We Are, Have Your Passport Ready
and Hidden Winter and commissioned new
works for their tenth birthday.
Click each project to find out more, you won’t regret it. From being our Zoom
quiz buddies to delivering exceptional artistic projects with, about and for
those seeking sanctuary, they’re a team we’re so proud to work with and we
are very excited about future plans we’re cooking up together for 2021/22.

We Need Queer Liberation Now
Democratising Technology

This year we have been developing links with other organisations and
groups that share our vision for representation and innovation in
creative technologies. We’ve been building expertise in open source
technologies such as 3D printing, edge technology and microcontrollers.
We have been learning from others in the maker, hacker and open source
communities. Following this discussion and learning, we are planning
to collaborate with our supported artists to
create a manifesto for supporting learning
and development in technical creativity;
this manifesto will hone in on our role as
an organisation working at the intersection
of art, social justice, technology, innovation,
diversity, representation, and inclusion,
as well as our position within a technical
academic institution.

We worked with East Street Arts to plan a
Leeds-Bradford residency for an international
group of artists who have experienced some
form of censorship for their queerness and
their art in their respective home countries.
While the residency has had to be postponed,
the artists have been making and sharing work as a group and we are looking
forward to hosting them when they are able to come to the UK.

New Queers on the Block

Marlborough Arts’ New Queers on the Block project last partnered with us to
deliver Right Queer Right Now, and we have continued our relationship with
them as a venue partner investing in development, commissions and touring
work. Watch this space for more.

Commissions
Beyond money alone, this year we spent numerous hours meeting with artists to
discuss their practice, navigate the difficulties of the year and plan a route forward for
their projects and practice.
We supported the writing of Developing Your Creative Practice, Project Grant
and Emergency Response Fund applications for artists, advised on funding
applications and approaches, and wrote letters of support to advocate for supported
practitioners. Creating Open Office and ensuring that we were available online for
open communication and problem solving throughout lockdown was our way of
recreating the space we lost due to venue closure - and we are so excited to be
back to hosting artists in person in 2021/22.
In addition to partnership projects, we were delighted to be able to
continue commissioning independent companies and artists to develop
projects and their practice. Across 2020/21, we commissioned work ranging
from a black metal flamenco project to an organisation supporting QTIPoC
& neurodiverse creatives to a play telling the real-life story of a fight
against immigration injustice - to name a few.

£59,291

to artists and
small companie

“Making this work gave me the chance to take my
practice to the next level by creating work on a larger
scale. Theatre in the Mill is a venue that is not afraid
to take risks, and I’m so grateful for the support that
[they have] given me and other artists.”
-- Jamal Gerald, Commissioned Artist

“They have provided me with funding
to prototype and develop an accessible
soundpad for blind and partially sighted
people to help them develop more
accessible career pathways into the arts.
-- Nathan Geering, Commissioned Artist
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“My relationship with Theatre in the
Mill has given me a needed sense of
confidence as an artist and freelancing
person and a needed sense of both
financial and artistic security in my
home city of Bradford.”
Lua Bairstow, Commissioned Artist
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Organisational
This year has seen the exciting development of TiM moving to a new
directorate within the University - Research, Innovation and Engagement.
We’ll still belong in the same theatre building, but this move will help facilitate
some brilliant collaborations with researchers and industry partners in
the future. Watch this space as it’s going to get a whole heap more exciting.
We still operate four spaces on campus: TiM Studio, Gallery II, TiM Below
and Tiny TiM; 2020 saw us handing the keys for TiM Square on to Bradford
2025 for their future use. We are in early talks about the development of
some outdoor performance space which will be accessible to all the city
and region’s cultural organisations. As we slowly open our doors again we
hope we can encourage you to come visit us.

The University of Bradford

Staff and Advisory Board
As well as retaining our Arts Council England National Portfolio funding,
our staff a nd o perational b udget f rom t he U niversity o f B radford stayed
in place enabling us to continue to work through 2020/21 without being
furloughed. We have been working from home since March 2020, and will
see a gradual and safe return to in-person working across 2021/22. Our
fantastic Advisory Board has supported us through this unexpected,
challenging year; Check out our staff team and Advisory Board.

Bradford Producing Hub
Theatre in the Mill is the lead partner in a consortium of Bradford arts
organisations who came together to make Bradford Producing Hub. Click
here to find out what BPH are up to now.
Bradford 2025
The possibility of a successful Bradford 2025 City of Culture bid has been
a glimmering point of focus this year; we are completely supportive and
buzzing with the prospect of this exciting new venture. Bradford is so well
placed to properly show off its creative chops to a wider audience.
As many of you know you can draw a straight line in any direction out of
the city and dissect an incredible amount of new and exciting creative
talent and energy. We hope the bid galvanises creatives, audiences and
residents of Bradford and we can’t wait to get on board championing and
advocating for the bid.

Finance
Income:
With regards to our artistic programme budget, we were lucky
enough to keep receiving our National Portfolio funding from
Arts Council England throughout 2020/21. In addition to paying
our staff salaries, the University of Bradford contributed £12,552 to
our budget for the year to cover overheads and contribute towards
our artistic programme.
With our box office and bar closed, we had no sales income to speak
of this year - a first for the theatre! We did however receive a £14,962
grant for the British Council for Radicle Comedy Karachi (take a look
at the Projects and Commissions page to read more), achieving our
fundraising target for the year. Finally, the Other Income is from VAT
and bank recharges.

Expenditure:
This year, our overheads were especially low as we had no day-today office running costs. Since we had no festivals to promote or
materials to print, our marketing costs were kept very modest and
we also spent minimally on tech equipment and software since we
didn’t have access to our building for the year.
Staff costs this year were simply made up of payroll costs for Team
TiM, plus £111 in training.
We did spend as expected on our Creative Programme; £19,140
went to partnership fees (check out the Projects and Commissions
section), £59,201 to artist commissions, £9,813 on equipment and
wrap-around support tools for artists, and £3,850 on performance
fees (for performances we had to cancel at the last minute!)

University of Bradford £162,145
ACE NPO £122,382
Fundraising £14,962
Ticket & Café-Bar Sales £500
Other £1,550
TOTAL £301,539

Running Costs £6,919
Tech equipment £ 537
Artist Fees £72,864
Staffing £149,174
Artistic Programme Delivery £19,140

Marketing £ 2,027
TOTAL £251,201

To the Future

Following a bewildering twelve months which have transformed
and altered so many lives, there is thankfully also much on the
horizon to look forward to: reopening our doors and inviting
audiences in for festivals, meeting with artists and hosting
residencies, and rediscovering the joy of experiencing art live
and in-person with friends once more. In the excitement of
leaving our homes, however, we’re making sure to take stock of
the lessons this year has taught us.
This was the first year we’ve hosted Women’s Comedy
Workshops online, and it’s made them accessible to women
across the country and in Pakistan. Our public call-out for Tech/
Play/Learn commissions has given us a bank of knowledge
about the aspirations, barriers and needs of artists looking to
develop new skills. And we’ve spoken to more artists than ever
before who are terrified that this crisis will be used as an excuse
for arts organisations to leave them behind in favour of less
accessible and more traditionalist, bankable commissioning
and programming.
We’re so grateful to have spent this year commissioning,
supporting and learning from these talented, innovative artists
as they try to sustain careers as creative practitioners in an
impossible year. Theatre in the Mill is in the privileged position
to be able to make choices about how best to use our public
funding to serve the creative communities around us, and we
choose to throw our weight behind marginalised artists with
endless talent to offer, who all too often don’t get a look in. So
looking to the future, we will be finding new and better ways to
centre access, sustainability and our core values of innovation,
inclusion and representation.
Here’s to seeing one another in person again very very soon.

illustrated by Lucy Bingham

